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About This Game

Game mechanics:
It is as simple as follows

Set troop: select a race, choose ten units under this race to set up your troop and then join the battle.

Send troop: you have 12 seconds to prepare during each wave, and you need to observe the battle, speculate enemy’s
intention and then send appropriate types and number of units to the battlefield.

Destroy enemy turrets and base: continually overwhelm each enemy, unleash Commander Skills, cooperate with your
teammates, pull down their three turrets one by one, and destroy their base.

Simple as the battle is, you will still experience various strategies and tactics in each battle.

Game features:

Emphasize teamwork in confronting the enemy

Support over 300 units that can fight smart in the fiery battle at the same time
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Command concisely, play smart, and operate conveniently on different devices

With over 120 kinds of units in three races, the game emphasizes Strategic Thinking, the core element reflected in the
classic strategy games. It is easy to learn but hard to master.

Monetization:
Art of War: Red Tides will adopt “free download + in-game purchase” pattern, and the in-game store will sell neither exclusive

items that could influence the match, nor in-game currencies.

Our heartfelt gratitude goes to:
The developer of the map Desert Strike of StarCraft 2. Without the enlightenment of the Desert Strike, Art of War: Red Tides

could never be possible.

The test this time will have no wipe of progress. We will continue to optimize the units balance and other features, so you may
find a lot of adjustments in a period. But never ever hesitate to share your opinions and advice with us, as you can help us make

the game better.

Look forward to your advice and opinions.
Let’s start our journey, commanders!
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Title: Art of War: Red Tides
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Game Science
Publisher:
Game Science
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windowsXP SP3/win7/win8/win10

Processor: Duel Core 2.3 GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GT220, 9500GT, HD4650 or greater

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Portuguese,German,French,Italian,Traditional Chinese,Thai
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Cant wait for reliese. Thank you to the dev. for a fun game.. This game is easy to understand and play but very hard to master,
Its great fun to play with friends. No matter what games you play you should try this one out.

ITS FREE!. Really good concept game. Very unique and team based oriented. Would recommend!!

Waiting for this to COME BACK!!!. Drooling....waiting for this to COME BACK!!!. I'm dying waiting for the game.. Having
serious withdralls!. StarCraft 2 Desert Strike Arcade in a NutShell.
This game is clearly inspired by StarCraft and the Desert Strike gamemode that's been around since the BroodWar days.
If you liked those then there's a good chance that you'll like this game.. Was great. Not going to say much other than i want it
back.. While this game was in beta i had so much fun playing it And i can't want for it to Be Out I am hopeing it will be free but
if it not i will still buy it But maybe add so more things like factions and units ?
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A lazy man's wet dream of a strategy game. So this game has its moments. Relatively fun Beta. It is based on SC2 Arcade Desert
Strike. I <3 Des Here is my list of things that unfortunately make in inferior during the Beta.
-It doesn't allow you to move the screen when you are selecting a card. It isn't a very big map.
-When you first start off people have an advantage because of cards, upgrades or specials. I think this really bothers me because
Des is about countering units. It is much harder to counter when you simply cannot have that upgrade.
-You cannot just click a unit and see what it is. You have to hold tab to see their layout.
-At the starting when you can earn extra $$$ the units have terrible AI
. Definetly a good game with a lot of potential!
Reminds me of the old flash games "Age of War" except this has excellent graphics and brilliant mechanics and improvements.
Greatly recommended! (I couldn't play more because the beta ended). Really wish you can talk to the opposing team and have
an easier time grinding for in-game cash. Otherwise, it's a really fun game. Really wish the Arhat wasn't so broken against the
Terran mechs.. Really fun game, I look forward to playing the full version, with tons of units and different factions!. Started up
game.
went throught tutorial yada yada.
tried to play game with a friend.
kicked him and put me with a couple of koreans.
left during loading screen game crashes.
try to find game in library.
dufuq.jpg.
its been uninstalled?
10\/10 game doesnt want me anyways.. its a great game overall but I personally get bored easily with it. maybe they should add
more factions or units as starters. Can recommend!
Quick Games
Fun to play
Free. I absolutely loved the concept of the game. It was very unique from other games.. Nothing better then staying up till 3am
to play with some chinese, korean players, going back and forth for hours, game after game. Only to be sent a friend request and
messages to have to google translate it to insults and profanity. Other then that, I love this game and can't wait for it to come
back.
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